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A b s t r a c t

A Chapman-Enskog method, based on the singular pertur-
bation method, 1E applied to the Iiorentz model for
collisional electrons in quasineutral plasma. She fluid
and initial layer solutions are constructed up to second
order in the small parameter. The corrections for the
initial conditions for the fluid quantities are found.

Introduction

In plasma physics in collisional regime there are situa-
tions where higher order Chapman-Enskog solutions are
needed(21. In this paper the Ch.-E. method for a Eokker-
Planek vlasov equation for electrons is considered from
the point of Tiew of the singular perturbation method
[2-4] . This approach besides the known asymptotic /fluid/
equations proTides also so called •initial layer" solu-
tions which are responsible for corrections in the initial
conditions for the fluid equations.
The difference between the present method and those known
from the literature[5] is the division of the quantities
into "fluid" and "nonfluid" before the perturbational
expansion. Instead of one equation one gets then a system
of equations, one of which being singularly perturbed.
For such systems special algorithms have been developed
[2-4] . One of these is applied in this paper [8] .
The aim is to show how to construct, on the basis of this
algorithm, the Ch.-E. method up to second order in th«
small parameter.
Th h i l it

We assume that plasma is quasineutral, the cyclotron
frequency ">«.>>lvt-0, wheret^ is the collision time,
and that the time dependence of the fields F(;,t;
and Bivt) is weak on the time scale of ?t°u -
let us write y , the velocity, in the frame of reference
connected with B [6].

V » V,,Jb + V

where fe = g IBC* , <zx and |> form a local positive triplet;

p
The physical situation corresponds to the one analysedThe

Xk. . ± ix v.fel
It is also useful to introduce

.M. = v,i ivr1

We may write/i/in the form

where we insert parameters? and s which indicate the
order of terms, we will treat/!'/as for sx.?•« e « i
however the parameters eutd? serve here only as
labels and shall be put equal to unity at the «ad
of the calculations.
How, if we introduce the expansion Ç = f"',3ti'V. •
we have ' T '

and in the xeroth order

Integration of /2/ In respect to ft yields the
following oonstraint [6]:

2, J**
let us consider the F.-P. V. equation for electrons

c I* «B<**»]^¥tw« - CCO . /I/

where < > - & y

The above equation describing the parallel
electron dynaolos will be the subject of our
investigations.
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ïurther we use the Landau eollision ter» for <•«•
with yiUiO /ion average velooity/som. With
the accuracy to Of»./»-) the oollisional invariants
in /3/ are 1 and «»* . The solution to CC4) «O
is the local Maxwelllan

We shall look for the solution» to /}/ in tha
form:

wheze

/6a/

/6b/

Kultiplying /3/ by the colllaional invariants and
integrating in x yields the usual conservative
equations:

/7a/
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77b/

Putting /5/ into /3/ and utilising /7/ leads to
the equation for g :

(en
/7c/

We use the fact that
and, since |j t
to check that

is orthogonal to h, it is easy

Hence we nay write

/&/
nnderstandlng that the time derivative on the DES
does not act on the time dependence of <*••
the equations /7/ with /6/ may be viewed as
a singularly perturbed system of evolution equa-
tions f2-4]. The singularity cooes from the fact
that if /7c/ is multiplied bytthen the small para-
aeter stands by the derivative tern.

3.

let us introduce a symbolic notation A. - L
and write our system /7/-/6/ in the form:

= 0.

/9a/

/9b/

/9e/
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The algorithm of Vasilieva and Butusov ( 2]has
teen developed fox systems of ordinary differen-
tial equations in IR" where its convergence was
rigorously proved. Here we will use it formally
to /9/ where in A and D there are unbounded
differential operators. let us therefore assume
that the x and x dependence in g and x in n
should be appropriately smooth. ~
In the algorithm one looks for the uniformly
convergent approximations tod*and g in the form
of following sums:

First order

/13a/

/13b/

iM O

z1 ;
/10a/

/13d/

3 w = 3 U> >3 &) - Z &Vw Z.Vt*)
n=o " n«o /10b/

where bar denotes the asymptotic /outer/
and tilda the initial layer /inner/ solutions,
respectively. It is also demanded that the initial
layer solutions tend to aero for (fc/e-)->°° since
their only role is to match the exact solutions
for t of the order of fe
The characteristic feature of the method is that
the time t and "the stretched time" r= t/t are
treated as independent variables. It manifests
itself in the following division of each of the
operators in /9/

!^)^ c . /I3f/
Second order /without the equation for g,/

) V " A

T)] c Â * A ;

which determines the expansion in € of /10/ toge-
ther with the relation A = *£%= :
Zero order c

/12a/

/12b/

/12e/

,(/12d/

'/12e/

= 0. /12f/

, (.I)

/14d/

=o
Above we use the shortened notation:

A»
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The subscript denotes the derivation with respect
to the inserted variable.
The asymptotic /outer/ solutions correspond to the
Hilbert solutions T5] . The initial conditions
should be fulfilled acooxding to /10/:

/15a/

Second order

.0

«. o -, ,

= o -, vo 0. /f 5b/«jactf v •èji.tci) - sip) , $«.co)

The above relations and the form of the equations
/12/-/14/ suggest the following method of successive
solution. In each order k first the equation for ïnCt)
is solved since it contains only the lower order
solutions. Then /15a/ provides the initial condition
&>.(.«) , which allows to solve the asymptotic equa-

tions for dCwOV, 3«o)ana, in turn, gives gKco) from
/15b/. The final step is to obtain g^tt).

The_Cha]jman-Enskog Method

A question appears how to connect the Ch.-E. 14.
with the above approach. The Ch.-E. M. nay be
viewed as a nodiiieatioa of the Hilbert method.
However we recall that both Hilbert aad Ch.-E.
solutions are asymptotic in time and correspond
to our "bar" solutions. In both these methods it
is necessary to include the inner solutions to
cover also the initial layer and fulfil the actual
initial conditions.
let us note that if we add the outer /bar/ equa-
tions for2*0»>/multiplied bye*/» colect the ex-
pansion ine'Xitfjand return to the dependence

on ZM* £ fc"A*W ; it leads to the error of the
order 0(t""> . This procedure nodifi.es the outer
equations as follows:
Zero order

ccii*',s-

First order

/ 1 6 a /

/16b/

/ 1 6 c /

/17a/

/ 1 7 c /

/18a/

/18b/

f; /18e/

' /18d/

and so on.
The above equations constitute the desired Ch.-E.M.
However the equations /d/give the corrections to the
initial conditions coming from the initial layer
solutions. Usually only these corrections are impor-
tant since the most interesting are the solutions
for large t.

5. Hssults_for_the_iorents_Model

We take [1,7]

where

ïi.-r,-

or, with

/19a/

is the collision frequency ,

/19e/

We. now present some results of the Chapman-Enskog
method /16/V/16/ applied to the system /7/-/6/ with
the collision term given in /19/. We recall that the
shortened notation was introduced in /9/ in Section 3.
The initial layer solutions were obtained from the
algorithm given in /12/-/14/.
Zero order

We immediately have:

.s1) =
which yields

s wots.") i
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The equation for g.U.v,'".,'1) . /12d/, is

Hence we look for its solution in the form:

AoU.v.^.T) «!,*<*) a.;IT,i,v> / V

since ^(.vW&xXt*-) = - M ^ O V » ) . t-«,i.i,-- . /2V
In /20b/ 1=0 is excluded because of /12f/.
The formula /21/ immediately yields

] )
/20 c/

where aï c°i£iv) ' are the moments /in respect to •»• /
of the initial distribution

,v)i /20d/

First order
The outer equation for g4, /17b/, gives

After some calculations

where v\ -^j^f) m t ̂ .A

Substituting into /17a/:

/22b/

/22c/

is the resistivity.

/22d/

âh.e " "M • / 2 2 e /

" JZ)

/22g/

From /13d/

where

Similarly

/ 2 /
5fs recall that the initial conditions for /22d/ and
/22e/ are /see /I7d//s

fl»,») = T « U ) " e^t£.°>- /22i/
The equation for g,ti,v,*,x) /I3c/is more complex. We
present here its P^^part since it_ gives the only
nonwro contrioution to n̂ w.xi and TJutS.'

1) '.

where aj fulfils the equation

< h - v ^ f e ^ | a»

V 2 2 k

and a' and at in th» source term depend one,«and v.
To integrate /22k/ we take from /15b/

Second order
AB previously we note_ftiat only ĝ is.v.*.*)gives a non-
sero contribution to u^ and q^ . In the source term
in /18b/ the only term proportional tox comes from
the time derivative of g* /see /B/ and the remark
ft it/after it/:
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and the second order equations for the fluid
quantities /18a/ are

- 5"ï E

«• fe*v>5.nO i

By integration one gete

* ^ & u s * > ] /23b/

/23C/

/23d/
f

/23e/

iC) ; /23f/

,«•) = To CaV- fc ̂ 1 (. s .0) - ê n. (.5 (c) /23g/
The equations for 3*1*,?) and tfjU,*) are rather complex.
However in /23ff g/ we need onlj n ^ ^ a n d TiCs.o).
From /14c/ and th« requirement n^j^-i^-yj» we get

ï

From /18d/

TakingT=O, substituting the explicit expressions and
performing the integration with respect tot1yields

r M f

/3
The integration in the last.term may be performed
using /22k/. let us note thai the resulting expression
for n&£)/it holds also for T^w>) / contains double
integrals in velocity of â (o,i,v) and a^o,&,v).

6, Conclusions
We present a systematic derivation of the Chapman-
Enskog method for the lorentz model up to second order
in the small parameter. The solutions consist of the
fluid /asymptotic/ and the initial layer solutions
which decay with the characteristic time of the order
of t w . However the initial layer solutions give non-
negligible corrections to the initial conditions for
the fluid equations.
The algorithm casts some light on the problem how
to treat the fluid second order equations /23d,e/
and /23b,c/ and /23b,o/. In particular adding
/23b,c/ multiplied by to /22b,c/, respectively,
and treating the resulting equations as differential
equations in time, the approach proposed inl.1] , seems
to be uncorrect.
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